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	Title: Water Gardening 
	Author: by Cecile Garrison, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Water gardening refreshes your spirit and restores your sanity after a hard day's work! Treat yourself to a water feature such as a waterfall, small pond, or both. If you rent an apartment or don't have room in your garden consider a container water garden. It's easy, inexpensive, and oh so rewarding!Getting startedFirst decide how big and where you want to put your container, because once you fill it with water you won't want to move it very far. Plastic tubs or liners are inexpensive and will last forever, even in the ground. Wooden wine barrels have a rustic charm, but should be lined to prevent toxins from killing fish and plants. Seal or line terra-cotta containers to prevent seepage. Blooming aquatic plants need six hours of morning sun but none after noon because the water will get too hot and plant leaves will scorch.Plants are fun and easy Floating aquatics, such as hyacinth and water lettuce have leaves above and roots under the water. Hyacinth has a spectacular flower if it gets enough sun. If you want to anchor your floating aquatics pot them in pea gravel. Water lilies are called submerged aquatics and must be anchored in a pot using heavy topsoil not potting mix. Marginals such as cannas and iris are rooted in wet soil but need to have most of their leaves above the water level. Use bricks or overturned pots to get your plants at the right level. Oxygenating aquatics such as Anacharis help prevent algae. Fill your container with water at least twenty-four hours before adding fish or plants to allow the chlorine to dissipate and never let your aquatic plants escape into canals, streams, or large ponds where they can become weeds.Water gardening madness!My husband and I are water gardening fanatics! We have four waterfalls with ponds and a creek connecting them in the back yard. We have a formal fountain with a statue of Pan (Greek god of shepherds and hunters) in the front yard. Tiny birds taking showers in the waterfall outside my office window often distract me from my work, but what a treat!There are many pitfalls on the road to achieving a successful ecosystem underwater and we found quite a few of them. Our most significant problems revolved around the addition of a Koi pond a few summers ago.
	Page 2: The pond water quickly began to smell, turn cloudy and grow algae. We tried a variety of recommended chemicals, several different filtering systems, and even built an arbor to block the sun. We also kept 50-75% of the water covered with floating and marginal plants. When we could barely see the fish we emptied and replenished 1/3 of the water because we were sure they weren't getting enough oxygen. We even gave away some of the large Koi. Finally, my husband purchased a wine barrel with a plastic liner, some PVC pipe, a small pond pump and some volcanic rock. He put a "T" on one end of the pipe, placed it at the bottom of the barrel and extended it to four inches above the top of the barrel. He placed river rock around the "T", covered it with a rigid wire screen and filled the rest of the barrel with volcanic rock. He left enough space on top to float water hyacinth, which promotes oxygenation and hides the pipe. He placed the small pump in the pond and connected it to the top of the pipe. This pumps the water up to the top of the PVC pipe and down through the barrel and forces the water back up through the volcanic rock and out the spout back into the pond. He camouflaged his tubing with fern and ivy at the edge of the pond.The water seemed to clear up overnight and within days all signs of algae were completely gone. It has remained crystal clear for months with no trace of odor. He hasn't had to clean the filter or add any chemicals. The fish are happy and the plants are thriving. At last we have our perfect ecosystem!So, whether you go all out like we have or create a pond in a bucket, add a water feature to your environment and begin to experience its calming effect.
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